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Brief overview of the project
The era of the metaverse is coming, which implies an increased need for computing power
and data storage space.
The current providers of centralized computing power cannot cope with the growing load
because:
The maintenance of data centers consisting of several hundred thousand servers
is expensive and negatively affects the cost of services for the end-user;
Due to trust factors such as data security, a centralized computing platform is ill-suited
to provide services on a global scale;
The location of data centers can affect the quality of services and the ability of suppliers
to solve local problems;
Large corporations use their position in the market to dictate their terms, thereby slowing
down the development of many promising projects.
The world faces a need for a distributed, high-performance, and economical computing
resource to develop the metaverse ecosystem.
The mission of the DecentraMind project is to create a global computing environment
for data processing and storage based on the principles of decentralization — the absence
of a single decision-making center.
It must comply with the following principles:
To process and store data in a distributed registry;
To work on the blockchain technology;
To be in the self-government and ownership of a Decentralized Autonomous
Organization (DAO).
Miners are the undervalued providers of computing power and data storage space. Mining
is the activity of creating new structures (usually new blocks in the blockchain) to ensure
the functioning of cryptocurrency platforms.
As a rule, mining is “computing for computing's sake” with volatile incomes and high
competition. Still, the total energy consumption of all miners in the world has already
exceeded the annual energy consumption of Switzerland.
The DecentraMind project team analyzed the prices for high-performance computing
and compared them with the income from mining:
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For closed tasks, providing computing power at prices similar to the costs of small cloud
services is 2.5 times more profitable than mining.
For open tasks, it is 3.4 times more profitable. The MindOS operating system allows
mining cryptocurrency by switching to external calculation tasks, if available, which
optimizes the entire process.
Thus, we have a substantial computational potential, which only needs to be directed
in the right direction.
Using the potential of thousands of GPUs and hard drives managed by a single network,
the DecentraMind project creates a whole stack of backend solutions for Metaverses and
other urgent challenges as:
Creating a multimodal AI that makes decisions based on a variety of incoming factors;
Performing AR management tasks considering the operational analysis of the
user's environment;
Supporting photorealistic VR, considering the potential hundreds of millions of users
of the metaverse network;
Storing large amounts of data;
Integrating work results into the economic environment through NFT tokens.

Ready-made DecentraMind solutions:
DecentraMind marketplace, which allows you to control the fulfillment of obligations
using smart contracts;
Data storage with zero (absolute) trust level;
Blockchain messenger for cryptographically secure communication;
VR platform for metaverses, with which the virtual world will become fuller and more
colorful.

Join the project and take a step towards
Web 3.0 with us!
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Introduction to the project
Lack of computing power and data storage
The need for high-performance computing power and storage of a large amount of data
is growing exponentially every year. This growth is due to the widespread implementation
of deep machine learning, VR and AR, as well as metaverse development.
We are witnessing how a vast virtual world appears with its economic system. But its
implementation is impossible without high amounts of computing power because:

Creating a virtual world in real-time requires the constant support of computing power;
Working with virtual content, including modeling and interaction, is based on computing
power;
Blockchain technologies that guarantee decentralized value-creating networks rely on
computing power;
Artificial intelligence, which can be the “brain” of the metaverse, also requires a lot of
computing power.

The volumes of digital data being created are also growing intensively.
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According to industry research conducted by 360.cn, the global digital content creation
market will reach 1.69 billion US dollars in 2025. Four hundred sixty-three exabytes of new
data will be generated daily. Along with the development of the user content model and the
exponential growth of the data volume, there is a tremendous need for data storage.
But the existing suppliers of centralized computing power have serious drawbacks:

As a rule, they focus their computing power in data centers consisting of several hundred
thousand servers. As demand increases, cloud computing providers will continue to
develop hardware, but the overall cost of services will still be very high.
Due to trust factors such as data security, a centralized computing platform can only
provide services to users locally. It is pretty challenging to do this globally in some regions.
The same sizable centralized computing service providers build their data centers
in remote areas with few natural disasters, making it difficult to meet local computing
needs in different regions. In particular, they are unlikely to meet the requirements of
scenarios such as autonomous driving.
Technology giants such as Google, Microsoft, Alibaba, and Amazon are taking advantage
of their position in the market to block startups with compute-intensive applications
from accessing cheap computing resources, hindering their development and bringing
good products and applications to market. They overcharge, censor, and impose their
corporate rules on users.

For the reasons described above, the current centralized computing power supply system
cannot support metaverse development. It becomes the main deterrent.
A distributed, high-performance, and economical computing resource is needed to develop
the metaverse ecosystem.
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A potential source of computing power and storage space
Many computing devices are engaged in socially useless and harmful to nature mining,
while the market is experiencing a shortage of computing power. Most personal computers
are idle 80% of the time.
Mining is “computing for computing's sake” with volatile incomes and high competition.
Still, the total energy consumption of all miners in the world has already exceeded the annual
energy consumption of Switzerland.
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TWh per year

58,93

58,46

Czechia

62,34
TWh per year

TWh per year

Thus, we have a substantial computational potential, which only needs to be directed in the
right direction. An extensive network has already been created in the world:
It has more computing power than all data centers;
It works with minimal internal costs;
It is ready to change its activity with an increase in the equipment’s usage marginality.
Moreover, in a certain period it was popular to mine on hard drives, which means using
significant disk capacities that could solve computing tasks and the tasks of storing large
amounts of data in a distributed form. Now its popularity has declined, but the power has
remained.
Although CPU and GPU generate computing power, central processing units are mainly used
for complex logic computation. In contrast, graphics processing units can perform parallel
computing on a large scale and are more suitable for visual rendering and deep machine
learning.
The compute mode provided by graphics processing units is faster and more economical
than the mode provided by the central processing unit, since the cost of computing on the
GPU is usually one-tenth of the cost of the CPU one.
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The computing power of the GPU has been deeply embedded in high-tech scenarios requiring
massive computing, such as AI, cloud gaming, autonomous driving, weather forecasting,
space surveillance, etc. Especially given the concentrated growth of these high-tech sectors,
the demand for GPU computing power in the future will be much higher than the other.
From the point of view of building a metaverse, many video card manufacturers believe that
graphics processors largely determine the actual representation of the virtual world to end-users.
Thanks to advanced data parallelism and tensor/pipeline parallelism technologies, AI will also
be able to efficiently distribute the training of large language models on thousands of GPUs to
gain support for immense high-performance computing power.

DecentraMind Mission
The mission of the DecentraMind project is to create a global computing ecosystem for data
processing and storage based on the principles of decentralization — the absence of a single
decision-making center.
It must comply with the following regulations:
To process and store data in a distributed registry;
To work on the blockchain;
To be under the self-government and ownership of a Decentralized Autonomous
Organization (DAO).
Using the potential of thousands of GPUs and hard drives managed by a single network,
the DecentraMind project creates a whole stack of backend solutions for metaverses and
other urgent challenges as:
Creating a multimodal AI that makes decisions based on a variety of incoming factors;
Performing AR management tasks taking into account the operational analysis of the
user's environment;
Supporting the photorealistic VR, taking into account hundreds of millions of potential
users of the metaverse network;
Storing large amounts of data;
Integrating work results into the economic environment through NFT tokens.
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Also, one of the principles of DecentraMind is to provide direct communication between owners
of computing equipment and users. In doing so, miners earn more (rather than on cryptocurrency
mining), and users pay less (than for traditional cloud solutions due to the “uberization” of the
computing resource and the absence of intermediaries).
The DecentraMind project team analyzed the prices for high-performance computing and
compared them with the income from mining:
Mining

Closed tasks

Open tasks

2.5 times more
profitable

3.4 times more profitablе

Comparison of prices for high-performance
computing with mining revenue
Creating such a system also implies a qualitatively new approach to data storage.
Decentralized storage should be based on blockchain technology, using applications and
open-source algorithms for storing data on several independent network nodes. It will ensure
privacy protection and backup data redundancy, and the system will encourage node holders.
With the help of a decentralized storage method, users can:
Manage their data;
Encrypt saved data;
Allow access to data;
And create storage backups.
Integrating decentralized storage with blockchain technology provides high scalability, high
security, efficiency, automatic fault tolerance, reliability, and low costs.
Blockchain is an important technology for solving trust and efficiency problems.
In a distributed ecosystem built on blockchain, all participants in the network can autonomously
participate in managing the ecosystem and reap the benefits.
A distributed ecosystem of computing power and data storage built using blockchain
technology is expected to replace the current centralized system eventually.
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Technology
The DecentraMind project is designed to radically change the current state of cloud and
high-performance computing affairs. But how does it work?
The structure of the computing service is decentralized and allows third-party owners of
computing power to join the network within the framework of an open paid contract — a smart
contract.
Users can work with the computing environment anonymously and securely; the result of
calculations is stored in a distributed data warehouse and transmitted to the customer in the
form of an NFT token, which is also the key to accessing data processing results.
Key components of the platform:

A PaaS computing marketplace that provides the opportunity to trade computing resources
and software;
A multi-storage distributed data warehouse that stores data for calculations, calculation
results, and delivers results to the user;
A distributed cross-chain registry that is used for work logging and economic interaction
of platform participants through tokens and smart contracts, including NFTs, issued for
computing results;
User nodes for Windows, Linux, macOS, Android, iOS and web operating systems;
The Linux-based MindOS operating system, which provides connection of mining farms
as computer network nodes.
The owner of the equipment gets access to:
Equipment registration on the platform;
Equipment technical condition monitoring;
Billing data stored in the blockchain.
The user gets access to the computing marketplace, which contains an extensible set of
computing modules in the form of Docker containers developed in the platform's open SDK
standard.
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DecentraMind marketplace provides:
Leasing of the computing power of the platform for solving problems;
Input/output of streaming data or uploading/downloading of datasets for isolated tasks;
Billing of processes in an in-system token;
Adding your computing modules and renting them out.
Access to the computing platform, multi-storage data warehouse, and cross-chain distributed
registry is carried out through the API and/or applications implemented for the primary target
platforms — Windows, Linux, macOS, Android, iOS, and the web interface.
The monetization of DecentraMind calculations and tokenomics are built on a deflationary
model. The user burns N tokens to complete tasks, and DecentraMind network generates F(n)
tokens and distributes them among those who performed the user's task.

The DecentraMind platform’s architecture
The platform is built on the principle of interaction of equal participants united in a P2P
network.

DECENTRAMIND
node

DECENTRAMIND
node

DECENTRAMIND
node

DECENTRAMIND
node

DECENTRAMIND
node

DECENTRAMIND
node

DECENTRAMIND
node

DecentraMind Network
Each platform participant can perform a number of roles, some of which involve receiving
a reward.
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Platform participants must be nodes of at least one blockchain network used as a control
network and, optionally, can perform functions of:
Distributed data storage node;
Random number stream generator;
Computer network orchestrator;
Computer network node.
Performing the role of a distributed data storage node, a network participant receives a reward
for providing disk space.
To organize the management of the DecentraMind network, the Proof of Authority consensus
principle is used in conjunction with the mechanism for selecting the next network orchestrator
randomly (Proof Of Random). Network participants performing the function of a random
number generator are rewarded for using their equipment by other participants. Both random
number generation hardware built into Intel and AMD processors and quantum random number
generators (for example, manufactured by ID Quantique) can be used as equipment.
The network's computing resources are managed by an orchestrator randomly selected from
potential candidates after generating the next control block in the blockchain. The orchestrator
receives a reward for creating the control unit.
The nodes of the computing network involved in the data mining processes provide their
equipment for computing and receive reward in proportion to the time of renting their equipment.
In the absence of tasks, computing nodes are not idle and can be used for cryptocurrency mining.
Within the platform framework, an API is being developed that integrates own solutions and
an SDK with the platform, allowing to create own computing modules for operation on the
platform.
Description and example of a full-stack solution for Decentraland metaverse are available
on GitHub.
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Software modules of the DecentraMind node
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Data
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TCP/1P
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Software modules of the DecentraMind node.
The software, deployed on network nodes, includes modules:
Cross-chain;
Multi-storage;
Data mining engine;
Random feed generator;
Orchestrator;
Self monitoring;
Benchmark subsystem.
Depending on the hardware platform, the equipment composition, and operating system type,
only a part of the modules can be deployed.
For PC, its own OS assembly is released — MindOS, which includes all of the above
modules.
For Android and iOS mobile devices, the DecentraMind node is released as an application.
For Windows, macOS, and Linux, the DecentraMind node is released as an application
that allows the implementation of the network's basic functionality.
We will briefly describe the purpose and main functions of the software modules:
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Cross-chain is a blockchain core, which unites the elements of the platform into a single whole
and allows the integration of services developed on the basis of the platform into the external
economic environment. Allows you to provide both economic interaction and information
management based on smart contracts in various distributed registries.
The first blockchains integrated into the technology were Etherium and Near. Integration with
Blockchain, Solana, and Tron is planned soon. Integration with new, more technically and
economically advanced blockchain platforms will be carried out as they become available.
Multi-storage is a data warehouse that uses an expandable list of decentralized networks for
storage. Integration of file storage with blockchain allows the cheap and fast operation of large
datasets necessary for system users. The files are stored in the repository and metadata in the
blockchain.
The first connected decentralized storage is Storj. In the future, integration with ExDFS is
planned, and the possibility of integration with FileCoin. Relictum is being analyzed.
Data mining engine provides the launch of platform users' software. Users' software is
provided in Docker format and can be run from Docker Registry, both offered by platform
developers and third-party ones.
Random feed generator is a random number stream generator. It is used to generate a platform
-wide stream of random numbers used for decision-making within the Proof Of Random
consensus mechanism. A standard stream for the platform is collected from fragments of
random number streams of individual vendors. It is used as a decision tree in selecting
performers for orchestration, benchmarking, and network connectivity testing tasks.
Orchestrator is a module for managing the computing processes of the platform.
It is selected from the executors at the time of generation of one control data block and
determines the structure of network computing tasks before generating the next block.
The orchestrator also performs the following functions:
Collects a feed of random data from individual elements;
Integrates data on the participants’ availability (uptime) and their rating (percentage of
correctly completed tasks).
The control block in the blockchain contains data on the current network composition,
distribution of functions, uptime, and ratings of network nodes. In addition, the orchestrator is
engaged in testing “candidates for nodes” by setting benchmarking tasks using existing network
nodes and verifying the correctness of the data provided on the network's computing capabilities
by setting short-term verification tasks to randomly selected network nodes.
Self monitoring is a subsystem of self-control. The subsystem includes monitoring hardware
and equipment resources state according to the following parameters:
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CPU load;
GPU load;
Network load;
Disk subsystem load;
Memory load.
Monitoring data is available on request via the system API. In addition, the subsystem monitors
the operation of network nodes. All network nodes are controlled by the uptime parameter
(percentage of the online time). Each node controls up to 10 randomly selected network nodes
and uploads data to the blockchain and data warehouse for further processing by the orchestrator.
Benchmark subsystem is a subsystem for evaluating the equipment performance. All nodes
connected to the platform are tested to check the equipment composition and its characteristics
to determine the range of tasks performed on this equipment.

MindOS Operating System
The mission of MindOS is to quickly, conveniently, and securely connect customers' computing
power (primarily mining) to the DecentraMind platform.
The DecentraMind development team has experience in mining on an industrial scale.
We understand that switching from one mining model to another involves technical difficulties
and increased equipment downtime. Even if it is just switching from pool to pool or changing
the algorithm and currency, it reduces the gross profit of the mining farm. The transition from
mining to applied computing is a non-trivial task that even the vast majority of industrial miners
cannot solve today.
That is why DecentraMind is developing its own operating system — MindOS.
The most crucial function of MindOS is the native switching of equipment between mining
and applied calculations modes. Farms automatically select the most profitable tasks,
whether computing within a distributed network or traditional mining, in case of underloading
the network with computing tasks.
Based on the stable GNU/Linux 4.15 kernel, MindOS can be easily installed on most computers,
including mining rigs, home, and office computers, professional workstations, and servers.
Due to the variety of applied tasks, it is beneficial for GPU-oriented and CPU-oriented calculations.
The software built into the OS allows mining an expandable set of cryptocurrencies to switch
between coins depending on their profitability.
The DAO will update OS functionality from a repository.
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MindOS Features:
Easy installation;
Working in traditional mining mode;
Data mining support;
Native integration into a distributed computing network and data warehouse;
Extensible functionality;
Remote control;
Safety.
The installation packages for Windows, macOS, and Linux duplicate the main functionality
of MindOS.

IT Security of DecentraMind software solutions
The information security of the platform is based on an integrated approach, including the use
of protective mechanisms at all stages of the system life cycle: from its design to daily operation.
The design of the information security system is carried out in conjunction with the creation of
the platform itself.
The security policy based on the isolation of executable code and algorithms and protection
of data transmission channels determines the construction of a threat model underlying
the development, creation, and operation of an information security system at all platform l
evels.
Security elements are integrated directly into the software modules of the platform.
At the stage of publishing the application in the marketplace platform, the program code is
signed with an NFT token used as an encryption key.
Decryption of the algorithm code occurs inside a secure environment in the MindOS kernel,
protecting against unauthorized access to executable code. The decryption of the data
stream also takes place inside a secure and isolated environment, which eliminates the
possibility of unauthorized copying of data.
The means of protecting data transmission channels include a traffic protection system
at the TLS level.
The functions of data warehouse security tools include ensuring data availability, maintaining
their integrity, and delimiting access rights.
The set of system user roles defined by the security policy sets the scope of subjects'
access rights to data warehouse objects. Security privileges are always allocated to a
specific user and allow him to perform administrative actions to the extent permitted.
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The class of data related to the economic “engine” of the platform is allocated separately.
Ensuring the integrity of data related to all transactions (deposit and withdrawal of funds
to the platform and the movement of the MIND token within the platform) is based on cross
-chain technology that provides transaction logging.
At the MindOS level, platform users are given access to distributed data warehouses
implemented as “collective” RAM and ROM.
The development of the security system continues at the moment. The scheme of the security
system will be published at the start of open system testing.
ID Quantique quantum random number generators and random number generation hardware
built into Intel and AMD processors are used to generate a genuinely random data stream.

DAO as a DecentraMind management system
A decentralized autonomous organization (DAO) is a system that operates autonomously
and entirely on the blockchain protocol, following the rules encoded in smart contracts.
The DAO does not need human intervention or centralized coordination and is a system with
a “zero level of trust.”
Thanks to cryptographic instructions that are automatically triggered when predefined
conditions are met, the DAO provides a level of transparency, cost savings, and decentralized
decision-making that was previously unattainable.
The DAO is involved in project management at the third stage of development. Up to this point,
the process participants will accumulate the DMND control token. The exact timing of the
management system transition to the DAO will be announced later.
During the first 12 months after the project transition under the management of the DAO,
the right to propose changes remains with the founders. After 12 months, the right to make
proposals is possible on the part of the project community.
The proposal must gain a sufficient number of votes in the preliminary voting.
Voting rules:
The Management Committee puts forward an initiative with a detailed description of its
timeline and implementation costs;
It is necessary to maintain a quorum of 50% plus one token from all DMIND tokens in
circulation to vote;
Voting is carried out on the principle of a simple majority of the voting tokens in the
presence of a quorum;
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It is possible to obtain The DMND control token in the following cases:
Early acquisition of the project's utility tokens;
Provision of computing power for the needs of the project in the amount of at least 1%
of the total computing capacity of the platform;
Provision of disk space for the needs of the project in the amount of at least 1% of the
total capacity of the platform;
Early installation of MindOS and connection to the DecentraMind system.

Comparison with other projects
Following centralized systems such as AWS, distributed ecosystems focused on Web 3.0 have
begun to emerge. Their development has spanned the storage and CDN sectors.
Projects such as Filecoin, Arweave, and Storj are focused on storage. Theta is a leader in the
CDN sector, DFINITY and DeepBrain Chain — in the provision of computing power.
DecentraMind combines the best features of projects existing on the market:
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Obviously, combining demanded functions in one system allows DecentraMind to solve the
widest range of tasks within one ecosystem.

Our products
DecentraMind technology is an opportunity to create various services to realize equality and
distribution.
The idea of decentralization is based on Three Foundations:

Decentralization of interactions via cross-chain blockchain;

Decentralization of storage through distributed multi-storage data warehouse;

Decentralization of computing through a distributed computing network.

The first two Foundations are achieved using cross-chain technology — a lightweight
blockchain infrastructure and a decentralized multi-storage data warehouse. Combining these
two technologies is a solid foundation for Metaverse, decentralized social networks, and
decentralized, secure and reliable NFT storage.
But without the third Foundation, the decentralization of computing, it is impossible to
achieve full equality.
DecentraMind technology provides, foremost, an equitable and decentralized approach to
computing. It is both a platform and an SDK. DecentraMind opens the doors to the world of
products that exist on the web and have all its resources. From small solutions in computer
vision to full-fledged Metaverses formed in real-time, all products will open up new opportunities
thanks to the DecentraMind network.
Simultaneously with the platform's launch, the DecentraMind team opens a computing
marketplace for the end-user, providing access to the platform's capabilities.
Based on the open API and SDK for the platform, a file storage service and a blockchain
messenger are being developed. It is planned to develop solutions for the decentralization of
computing in several industries, the first of which is gaming.
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DecentraMind Marketplace
With the creation of new metaverses, applications that serve market participants will begin
to actively develop. But there are several problems:
There is no effective monetization mechanism for developers of custom applications.
Because of this, developers are forced to develop disparate marketplaces — software
“by subscription.”
There is no marketplace with direct access to cheap computing power, which hinders the
reduction of the cost of the final computing product.
These factors constrain the development of the market for the development of practical
applications.
In addition to direct access to cheap computing power, the DecentraMind marketplace offers
direct control over the fulfillment of obligations recorded in smart contracts and logged in the
blockchain, eliminating the loss of income by developers and software rights owners.

Data Storage
Cloud storage is not new for high-performance computing, but constant innovation makes this
robust architecture relevant for modern AI workloads and BigData analysis.
The only disadvantage of cloud storage is its fundamentally centralized approach. It costs the
client relatively expensive and, in addition, provides control over the stored data to the cloud
operator. It does not guarantee data confidentiality, except for resource-intensive encryption
methods on the client-side.
The DecentraMind platform provides access to a decentralized multi-storage data warehouse
that offers solutions to current problems of secure, convenient, and cheap data storage while
maintaining all the advantages of cloud data storage services.
The integration of decentralized storage with blockchain technology used in DecentraMind
provides
High scalability;
Safety;
Effectiveness;
Fault tolerance;
Reliability;
Low costs.
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Advantages of the DecentraMind cloud platform:
The use of sharding — that is, breaking the stored data block into parts and distributing their
copies (from 3 to 10) between different storage nodes.

Client 1

Client 2

Client 3

Client 4

Customer data 1

Customer data 3

Customer data 2

Customer data 4

This approach allows for higher storage reliability than local RAID arrays and centralized
cloud storage
Encryption of both stored data and communication channels provides the ability to work i
n the mode of lack of trust on the part of “third parties.”
Network organizations use P2P technology, which minimizes the load on data channels
and at the same time provides native scaling to terabyte and petabyte ranges.
Native integration with blockchain offers unprecedented ease of access control based on
smart contracts and full integration with NFT technology, acting as an analog of the
“digital signature” of the data owner.
Transparent payment scheme for data storage. Unlike existing decentralized technologies
and data storage systems, DecentraMind technology, which combines the advantages of
blockchain logging of transactions (in this case, file operations) and sharding, allows
providing a simple transparent scheme for paying for data storage — for the amount of data
actually used.
The ability to connect an expanding range of decentralized repositories using tokenomic
engines such as storj or file coin increases the reliability and speed of storage and
minimizes data storage costs.
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Blockchain Messenger
In the field of communications, reliable, cryptographically secure communication with
authentication of subscribers and messages is in demand more than ever.
Using a distributed registry messenger as an “engine” ensures the solution of all these tasks
at once. Their identifiers and encryption keys confirm the authenticity of subscribers and
messages.
Storage correspondence in a distributed registry provides its indestructibility.
The messenger's functionality is intuitive for any user who uses Signal, Telegram, or WhatsApp.
But using blockchain as the “ecosystem” for storing correspondence and metadata guarantees
unprecedented reliability and security of communication.

VR-basis for Metaverses
As a result of the market demands analysis, we were able to identify some “second-level”
applications and technologies that can be implemented based on the DecentraMind platform.
The most popular of them were BackEnd services for metaverses.
The DecentraMind platform allows Metaverses to implement several services in the shortest
possible time and with minimal costs:
1. Designing virtual spaces — models of maps, people, or objects in the virtual world. It is used
to create an immersive reality and implements a sense of presence for the user. It is
achieved by some methods, from recreating 3D objects manually to photogrammetry.
Furthermore, it forms the basis for user immersion and integration of the digital world
possibilities. The most striking example is the partial transfer of Christie's auction platform
to the virtual world of Decentraland.
2. Simulation of interactions in VR is the unity of physical and digital interactions on the
Internet. Interactions in a constructed space are a key in immersing users in VR.
The full detail gives the base, but the lack of the ability to simulate the exploration of the
world through the usual channels of obtaining information (touch, hearing, etc.) reduces
the immersiveness to almost zero. It is also true for physical interactions in a virtual
environment. The opportunity to take a product from the shelf of a Metaverse store and
see its characteristics contributes to immersion and brings new options available only to
the digital world.
3. Integration of virtuality into reality. As virtuality develops, it begins to seep into the real
world, forming a mixed reality that provides unprecedented opportunities for users.
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Digital vision, object recognition, and the transformation of radio tags into access points to
information from the network is a unique experience, significantly surpassing conventional
AR solutions due to decentralization and equal access to data.
4. Impact on the real world through virtuality. The working “avatar” which previously existed only
in virtual 3D space, is transferred to the real world in the form of a specialized robot.
Hazardous production, elimination of accidents, catastrophes — all these processes are
becoming more straightforward, informative, open, and accessible using image recognition
technologies, computer vision, and AR.
People with disabilities will be able to discover hundreds of new professions, and firefighters
and rescuers will be able to save hundreds of lives, including their own.
5. Remote rendering of game spaces Modern wide data transmission channels make it possible
to transfer the calculation of the playing field to remote computing power. The DecentraMind
platform is ideal for decentralizing these processes, ensuring minimal latency in game
interaction.
6. AI solutions. Today, various fields include the analysis of large amounts of data using neural
networks. They are:
Industry — power distribution in workshops and resource savings;
The medicine — synthesis and testing of drugs, programming of implants;
Chemistry — a creation of new compounds and eco-friendly polymers;
Fundamental and applied science — bioengineering and advanced developments in IT;
Robotics and AI — training of robots, voice assistants and chatbots;
Meteorology and emergencies — forecasting floods, droughts, forest fires.
The machine learning market is growing exponentially and already exceeds $5 billion, including
$950 million for the provision of services.
Tens of gigabytes of data are processed to train one object classification model. It takes
hundreds of hours of processor time, which practically does not allow solving such tasks on
personal computers.
However, machine learning tasks work well with parallelization using GPU, making it easy to
transfer them to the DecentraMind platform.

Microsoft/Google

6$/hour

Cost price

0,36$/hour

Exploitation 10 GPU Nvidia GTX 1060
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With the emergence of metaverses, the demand for inexpensive and fast computing power
in artificial intelligence from small businesses and end users is growing. Thousands of people
want to overcome the barrier of high hardware requirements to enter the metaverse market.
DecentraMind allows overcoming this barrier by providing universal, cheap, and fast computing
power and the ability to train neural networks with minimal costs.
List of AI products relevant to metaverses:
Improving VR
The capabilities of neural networks to “complete” virtual realities using relatively primitive
input data allows generating a game world with a quality indistinguishable from
photographic. However, many cheap computing resources are required to use this
technology in real-time.
The DecentraMind platform allows putting such calculations “on stream” with minimal
costs and full integration into existing services both at the technological and economical
levels
Complication of NPC behavior algorithms and game environment
Modern games and virtual spaces are interactive. An increasing amount of computing
power is required to maintain the complexity of the environment and the non-trivial behavior
of NPCs. Long-term rental of servers or their purchase is costly, whereas the DecentraMind
platform allows renting capacity for an arbitrarily short period and efficiently scaling the load.
Generation of virtual spaces
The virtual environment created in multiverses and games is becoming more complex
every day, and neural network algorithms are increasingly being used to construct it. They
allow designing the three-dimensional space “in dynamics” and its elements, such as static
and dynamic textures or sound accompaniment.
Using the DecentraMind platform to solve this class of tasks simultaneously reduces the
cost of development and increases the attractiveness of virtual spaces.
The technology demonstrator is available in the Decentraland metaverse. Its source code
is posted on GitHub.
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Market: development
and participants
Changing trends
Currently, large corporations, universities, and government agencies form the demand in the
high-performance computing market.
They own it thanks to the capabilities often used to solve particular tasks of large institutions,
such as
Financial institutions,
State research institutions,
Research universities, etc.
But this trend will soon begin to change.
The High-Performance Computing market is in the stage of cloud computing system's rapid
growth (by 78% in 2020 compared to 2019). The transition from the on-premises model to the
High-performance computing as a service (HPCaaS) model is changing the consumption
structure of high-performance computing.
Based on cloud computing, the “as a service” model allows expanding the market offerings
of high-performance computing through HPC-as-a-Service (HPCaaS) for a much more
comprehensive range of users. Thereby providing computing services to solve problems other
than large businesses and scientific institutions. The reason is the lack of capital costs and the
possibility of using the service on the on-demand system.
With the development of metaverses, the market requires new options for using HPCaaS cloud
solutions. For example, GameFi and its metaverse segment are overgrowing. Creating
photorealistic virtual worlds with artificial intelligence elements will require the further
transformation of HPCaaS cloud solutions into even more large-scale and less expensive
services using inexpensive GPUs, characterized by a low-cost management system based on a
distributed registry.

Formation of a computing resource for the project
The ultimate point of the HPC project development is creating a system with a performance
close to one exaflop (one exaflop is equal to a thousand petaflops, a billion operations on
floating-point numbers per second). Only a few countries in the world can afford the creation
of such a system. The table below shows the plans to begin the development of such
supercomputers.
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Exascale and Near-Exascale Systems (2021 to 2026)
28-38 Systems, ~$10-15B in Value
Year
Accepted

China

EU&UK

Japan

2021

1 or 2 near-exascale
systems ~$400M
each

1 pre-exascale systems
~$150M

1exascale systems
Fugaku ~$1B

2022

1 or 2 exascale
systems ~$350M$400M each

2 pre-exascale systems
~$150M each

1 near-exascale
systems ~$200M

2023

1 or 2 exascale
systems ~$350M$400M each

1 or 2 exascale
systems ~$375M each

1 near-exascale
systems ~$150M

2024

1exascale
systems ~$350M$400M each

1 or 2 exascale
systems ~$375M each

2025

2 exascale
systems ~$350M$400M each

1 exascale systems
~$375M each

2026

1 or 2 exascale
systems ~$350M$400M each

1 or 2 exascale
systems ~$375M each

Total

7-11

7-10

1 exascale systems
~$150M

4+

US

Other Countries* Total Systems

Total Value

3-4

$1.6B-$2.0B

2 exascale
systems
~$550M each

6-7

$2.0B-$2.4B

1 exascale
systems ~$600M

4-6

$1.5B-$2.3B

1 or 2 exascale
systems
~$500M each

1 exascale
systems ~$250M

4-6

$1.5B-$2.4B

1 or 2 exascale
systems
~$500M each

1 exascale
systems ~$200M

6-7

$1.9B-$2.5B

2 exascale
systems
~$500M each

1 or 2 exascale
systems
~$200M each

5-8

$2.0B-$3.0B

7-9

3-4

28-38

$108-$158

Today, the total computing power of the equipment used for mining Ether (ETH) has reached
0.22 exaflops.
It means that, in theory, it is possible to build a distributed system comparable in computing
power to near-exascale computers. At the same time, it will be resistant to disabling a number
of its nodes and completely independent, as it will be managed in a decentralized way.
From the mining industry review as of March 2022, DecentraMind experts draw several
conclusions:
1. The main currency for GPU mining remains ETH. Despite the apparent abundance of coins
for GPU mining, their mining economy shows negative growth rates or unstable trading
volumes. In addition, third parties are engaged in market manipulation.
The ETH Foundation, in turn, has plans to switch from mining to ETH staking, so there may
not be any currencies left for long-term mining in the foreseeable future.
2. The market is not replete with alternatives to ETH and NiceHash. You can mine something
else, but other currencies are either technologically “raw” or do not have such a large
circulation and capitalization. Short-term ups in mining efficiency are associated with pump
-schemes of small altcoins prices on exchanges. They are not an indicator of their
technological success.
3. Since the mining profitability fundamentally depends on the cost of electricity, at the
beginning of March 2022, the “payback point” for ETH electricity was around $0.35 per 1 kWh.
4. Mining is turning from a once super-marginal business into a low-margin one, whose
players can survive only thanks to the large capacities of their farms. Small and medium
-sized miners are “dying out”.
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This situation leads to the final and most important conclusion:

Miners need to find a higher-margin use for their equipment to survive.

The solution will be to connect to the DecentraMind system and earn more on applied computing
than on mining cryptocurrencies.

We should not forget that, in addition to numerous GPU equipment owners, many participants of
non-commercial distributed computing networks on CPU and GPU are connected to the Internet
around the world. Such projects were created at the planet leading technical universities for basic
research and have been in existence for almost 20 years (BOINC). Today, more than 760,000
computers are connected to more than 50 significant projects.
According to experts, the administration of 1 PFLOP of BOINC project capacity costs on average
$100 thousand a year for a large customer (for example, NASA), while the direct purchase of
the same capacity in Amazon Cloud will cost about $40 million a year. The total volume of
BOINC reached 24 PFLOP.
Registered
users
3,838,732
Active users
266,616

Data retrieved on 14/02/2017

DecentraMind is attractive to this audience because of the following reasons.
Participants in traditional distributed computing do not receive rewards for computing
operations. DecentraMind gives them this opportunity.
The primary motivation of enthusiasts is a sense of involvement in activities beneficial to
society, such as basic research. In the DecentraMind ecosystem, the ability to solve such
tasks is laid in the platform foundation, including the ability to manage the power allocation
of their computers for selected tasks.
In conclusion, we note a particular imbalance in distributed computing networks.
The market giants provide their services at inflated prices, whereas it is already possible
to use other people's computers to calculate applied tasks. DecentraMind's business model
strives to eliminate this market bias.
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Computing power owned by the company
Megaminer GmbH owns a large amount of computing power located in a data center in
Canada. It has forty rigs, more than 400 NVIDIA GTX 10xx-series graphics cards. The amount
of investment in computing power was more than $300 thousand.
DecentraMind also uses 20 TFLOPS based on its CPU cluster as the base capacity for solving
tasks not optimized for GPU parallelization.
Monitoring equipment by data center specialists and timely troubleshooting and regular
maintenance work ensure the continuous operation of equipment online.

GPU rigs of the Megaminer company with a total peak capacity of up to 3.3 PFLOPS
in the data center of Montreal, Quebec, Canada.

Formation of a data storage resource
The Chia cryptocurrency boom in 2021 led to massive investments in data storage systems.
Even before the official launch, Chia used more than an exabyte of data storage. By May 2021,
Chia used 2,251 petabytes of disk space, about 2.3 million terabytes. If each hard drive held
eight terabytes, they used about 288,128 hard drives for mining XCH.
At the same time, by September 2021, due to the fall in the exchange rate. But significant
investments in storage systems had already been made. The created data storage resource
is ready to become a distributed storage part. Provided that the network participants are
motivated using the accrual of reward for the space provided, the potential of this resource is
enormous.
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Project Tokenomics
Tokenomics
One way to exchange value within the DecentraMind platform is the MINÐ utility token.
The MINÐ utility token is used to organize the operation of the DecentraMind platform.
It is equivalent to the operation of the specific computing power of the platform for some time
and the amount/time of data storage at the level of the smart contract code.
The economic model of the token use project is based on the deflationary model. It means that
a part of the project tokens is burned when using the computer network and the project data
storage network. The reward of network participants occurs in the form of mining tokens when
performing calculations and providing disk space.
A balance is achieved between the supply and the token demand, which allows the creation
of a sustainable economic system.
Token Distribution
Ticker — MIND;
Total offer — 100,000,000 MIND;
Tokens are distributed among 10 pools:
Seed Tokensale;
Private Tokensale;
Public Tokensale;
Uniswap Liquidity Pool;
Marketing Pool;
Liquidity pool (including BSC);
Integration with Blockchain;
Project team and advisors;
Reserve fund;
Decentramind Foundation.
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Token Allocation
Reserve fund
6%

Marketing
5%

Liquidity for
Uniswap
4%

Tokensale
20%

MegaMind
Foundation
30%

Team & Advirsors
10%

Intergration with
Blockchain
10%

Liquidity (incl.BSC)
15%

Token Sale
The project tokens reserved for sale leave 20% of the entire project offer and are divided
into three groups:

Early-stage investors of the first round
Investors of the second round;
And public sale.

Name

Number of tokens

Seed

5 581 395

Private

13 023 256

Pablic

1 395 349

The unlock of the first round of tokens takes place monthly in equal shares for 20 months
of the project.
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The project team and advisors
Tokens of the team and project advisors are reserved for team members and the advising
board. They make up 10% of the total supply of Mind tokens (10,000,000). Tokens are released
quarterly in equal shares over the next two years of the project.
The number of tokens is 10,000,000.
Uniswap Liquidity Pool
A fund for ensuring the liquidity of the decentralized Uniswap protocol.
The number of tokens is 4,000,000.
Marketing Pool
Fund to promote the token sale.
The number of tokens is 5,000
Liquidity pool (including BSC)
A fund for liquidity on centralized and decentralized exchanges (except for Uniswap).
The number of tokens is 15,000,000
Integration with Blockchain technology
Foundation for partnership and integration with the provider of the distributed registry
technology Blockchain.
The number of tokens is 10,000,000.
Reserve fund
A fund covers additional demand for tokens and provides extra activities after the sale
completion.
The number of tokens is 6,000,000.
DecentraMind Foundation.
The DecentraMind Ecosystem Foundation
The number of tokens is 30,000,000
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Seed
Marketing
Reserve fund

Private
Liquidity (incl.BSC)
MegaMind Foundation

Public
Intergration with
ExtraChain

Liquidity for Uniswap
Team & Advisors

Operational Tokenomics
The control system burns a certain number of utility tokens when it generates an order to be
counted from users. At the same time, a certain number of identical utility tokens are generated.
The generation/burning rate varies depending on the system load, the number of working nodes,
the market situation, and other factors.
The generated tokens are distributed as a reward among network participants (nodes) engaged
in the following operations:
Provision of computing power;
Providing disk space for storage;
Provision of capacity for the operation of the controlling blockchain;
Generating truly random numbers;
The reward of the DecentraMind/DAO DecentraMind Management Company.
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Timeline
May 2018. The launch of the pilot GPU-based computing cluster focused on cryptocurrency
mining.
August 2018. The development of an API for remote management of an active computing cluster.
November 2018. The development of the computing block architecture of the DecentraMind
platform.
January 2019. The beginning of the platform development.
August 2019. The development of the platform prototype SDK.
September 2019. The implementation of the first applied algorithm for the current cluster in
the SDK standard.
January 2020. The beginning of the development of MindOS.
March 2020. Megaminer GmbH computing power was transferred under the management
of MindOS.
September 2020. DecentraMind has fulfilled the first order for the provision of computing power.
January 2021. The beginning of the work on decentralizing the platform.
May 2021. Agreements have been reached to include a decentralized data warehouse
in the platform.
September 2021. The integration of the platform with the distributed registry.
March 2022. Registration of a legal entity to prepare a token sale.
April 2022. Audit of the MIND token smart contract.
April 2022. Issue of MIND utility tokens.
May 2022. Conduction of a private token sale.
May 2022. The end of the transition to a decentralized mode of operation. The launch of MainNet.
July 2022. Audit of DecentraMind technology.
September 2022. Conduction of a public token sale.
January 2023. Transition to the Founder Committee Managed DAO.
January 2024. Transition to Community Managed DAO.
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Team
Management

Michael Danieli
An early-stage investor, ambassador, and project visionary
Founder of several high-tech projects, including Megaminer
GmbH, a well-known investor in the blockchain community.

Yuriy Snegir
Director of Digitization
Head of Blockchain and Decentralized Storage Development
Department, IT project management specialist, blockchain
systems integration manager, blockchain business process
analyst and marketer with more than ten years of experience,
CEO of Aurora and the ExtraChain Foundation.

Dmitry Buslov
Technical Director
A lead developer of real-time data processing systems for the
government and law enforcement agencies. He has created
software for UAVs and medical equipment.

Vyacheslav Shlyakhtych
CEO
Head of Sistema consulting group. For the last 20 years,
he has specialized in mergers and acquisitions, strategic loans,
and financial modeling. Over the past decade, he has conducted
and closed more than 30 deals in several sectors, including
technology.
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The development team
The development team, the core of which consists of 6 specialists, has been engaged in
R&D for more than 20 years. Their primary competence is constructing distributed software
and hardware platforms for specialized purposes.

Kirill Fedulov
Lead Developer
Kirill develops software for Windows, Linux, macOS, and Android,
including drivers and libraries for real-time data exchange in
high-load systems.

Vladyslav Halasiuk
Chief Architect of blockchain and decentralized storage
An experienced architect of distributed systems, blockchain
developer, inventor, and author of the ExConsensus algorithm.
He developed a distributed media network, worked on integrated
systems for the smart home, and developed multi-level distributed
computing systems for data science. Technical Director of Aurora
and ExtraChain Foundation.
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We have experience in the development of:
Hardware-software complexes for analysis and processing of digital signals of high-speed
satellite, terrestrial wireless, and wired communication systems;
Hardware-software complexes for detecting computer attacks based on the detection
of viruses in network traffic;
Network traffic monitoring systems for confidential information leakage;
Data transfer protocols, API and SDK for hardware-software complexes for various
purposes;
Complexes of remote monitoring and control of the technical condition of hardware
and software;
Means of visual analysis of the structure and parameters of network data transmission
protocols and management of various network architectures;
Safety-critical hardware and software systems based on autonomous and semi
-autonomous UAVs;
High-tech medical equipment.
We have established business relationships with hardware and software developers, allowing
us to get more development tasks to implement large projects quickly.
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Global computing environment
decentramind.io
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